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Volunteering Facilitator: Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

What

We hold a regular meeting somewhere around the third Thursday of each month. More information about Tiki Roundtable Meetings here.

Who

Who plans to attend? (please vote for preferred times below)

People Confirmed

  - ...

People Interested

  - ...

When

Thursday, April 22, 2021 at 14:00 UTC time (click to check time zone in your location)

Time in your timezone (when this page was last reloaded): Thursday 29 July 2021 12:39:05 CEST

votes
Where
  • https://tiki.org/live

Topics

First hour, quick news

1. Tiki 22 status
2. Tiki 23 planning (06-2021)
3. Progress on friendly host (getting more money to balance project budget)
4. The live.tiki.org subdomain redirect to the live page is still broken. Fixed in Follow-up
5. ...

Second hour, longer topics

1. Virtual TikiFest planning TikiFest Virtual 2021
   *Planning review
2. ...

*put your topic (max. 30 minutes) into the list above*

Recording

Watch and listen to the recording of the meeting here.

Follow-Up

• The live.tiki.org subdomain redirect to the live page was fixed on 2021-05-08 by adding a rule to virtual host definition of tiki.org (thanks luciash d’ being [lucid] and Oliver Hertel)
• ...

*put your follow up action(s) when you’re done into the list above*

Chat log

To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:00:04
Hello everybody!
Jo
Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
00:00:18
Hi Torsten
Ro
Roberto Kirschbaum (robertokir)
hello Mohammadreza!

Oh yes I'm from Israel (born in France)

"Quite a few years" is that to avoid giving us hints on your real age?

Hello Andon!

You are next (letter A)

Please mute yourself if not talking (there is some noise coming out from mics)

hello Bernard and all

It's OK, we just want to understand what you say. The quality of English is not important.

I did not understand from which country Mohammadreza is coming from.

Iran, Teheran I think (audio was cranky)

Mazal Tov!

congrats T

Yes!

Hi Benito?
Gu
Guest: Benito
00:15:42
Hi everybody!
Gu
Guest: Benito
00:16:34
Sorry, my internet connection is very bad, so I'll just be in comment
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:16:38
ok
Gu
Guest: Benito
00:16:59
I'm Benito, developer and designer from Evoludata.
To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:17:09
nice!
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:17:28
[]
Ro
Roberto Kirschbaum (robertokir)
00:20:04
22.2 is next
To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:20:31
I need to restart my laptop
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:24:03
With bluehost and
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:24:04
yes
Fa
Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:27:40
I didn't get it
Jo
Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
00:28:35
https://tiki.org/TikiFest-Virtual-2021
Fa
Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:28:43
Torsten asked the same
Fa
Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:28:46
sorry

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:32:29
And i drive a lot !!!!

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:33:03
https://tiki.org/TikiFest

Luciash d' being [] (luci)
00:33:03
Hello everyone! Sorry I couldn't come earlier...

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:33:13
https://tiki.org/TikiFest2018-Montreal

Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
00:34:15
https://tiki.org/TikiFest-Timeline

Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:37:54
It is good for me

Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:38:06
I put some topics on discussions only

To Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:39:36
I have audio problems!

To Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:39:45
I have an idea!

With workshops

To Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:40:00
August is nice, also July

To Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:40:00
yes

To Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:40:34
can you hear me?
To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:40:47
can you hear me?

Je
Jean-Marc Libs (Jyhem)
00:40:57
No, I hear no torsten voice

Fa
Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:41:00
no, we don't hear you

Gu
Guest: Horia N.
00:41:02
Sorry, no, no sound

To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:41:10
maybe we can meet physically in autumn .. if we postpone too late

Lu
lucia d' being ☺️ (luci)
00:41:40
autumn covid will strike back again i am afraid

To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:41:44
my idea:
why not people ask what they want to learn and others prepare workshops

To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:42:19
I for example want to learn how to convert a Wordpress theme to a Tiki theme ... maybe the

most important pointer would help already

Je
Jean-Marc Libs (Jyhem)
00:42:24
As I saw, the new 4 seasons are: confinement, confinement, summer, confinement

To
Torsten Fabricius ☺️ (Torsten)
00:42:25
just an example

Fa
Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:42:53
Another thing for the TikiFest would be a task force, getting some issues we have on
dev.tiki.org and trying to solve that.

Je
Jean-Marc Libs (Jyhem)
00:43:27
Fabio : +1

Fa
Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:44:14
Probably, I will not be able to leave Brazil this year. All countries are closing borders and suspending flights from Brazil. Sorry..

Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
00:44:47
No physical TikiFest for me this year
Lu
luciash d' being [] (lucixa)
00:44:57
Did we just have a TAG meeting yesterday?:-o
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:45:04
lol
Ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
00:45:35
Yeah, to be realistic, I think new physical TikiFest until mid-2022 or later, maybe.
Ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
00:45:45
new -> no
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:49:54
I will join too ;-) 
Jo
Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
00:51:25
https://tiki.org/TikiFest-Virtual-2021-Calendar
Lu
luciash d' being [] (luciza)
00:52:31
I don't see anything there in June in that calendar
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:52:53
https://tiki.org/item11886
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:52:56
comment are open
Be
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
00:53:59
the same tracker IMO (just change it)
Jo
Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
00:54:14
I see it as anon
Lu
luciash d' being [] (lucixa)
00:54:26
Ah, I see it on the embedded page but not on the TikiFest page
yes it is viewable, not advertised

the problem is I am very busy this month so I was even not checking my tiki.org mail much recently :(

On demand workshop is a good idea. I'd like to see it.

I would prefer stick with Fontawesome icons and focus on more important fixes than adding option for two icon sets. It is a mess already with the old bitmap icons we have already

We already have two or three icon sets, adding another shouldn't be so hard

Iol, yes, but nobody is maintaining those two other options

we can use TogetherJS to edit the page collaboratively ;)

Editing:
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:21:29
Come on call of duty, I'll show you 😃
Luciash d' being 😃 (luci)
01:21:49
:

Fabio Montefuscolo (montefuscolo)
01:24:38
aha ... in english, the thing I tried to say is: it's better to ask forgiveness than permission

Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
01:26:00
Sorry, i have to go

Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley)
01:26:07
More on Vue.js here https://dev.tiki.org/VueJS-In-Tiki-Part-2

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:26:22
Bye jonny thanks

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez)
01:26:27
I'll post something

Aris Bernotas (aris002)
01:34:12
Yes

Aris Bernotas (aris002)
01:34:34
Yes, I am working

Aris Bernotas (aris002)
01:34:46
i can share a screen now

Aris Bernotas (aris002)
01:36:44
Where is the share screen button?

Aris Bernotas (aris002)
01:36:58
ok

Aris Bernotas (aris002)
01:37:53
Parts.
we can see something

facebook works with phpleague but not google.

it is very small though

hybridauth i am trying to adapt their new changes

would be better if you can zoom in

and if you could talk?

It looks like i need my own variant of those

I will try to rejoin with mic

Sorry but almost 19h00 for me I'll have to leave very soon.

I hope !!!

Thank you

Time for me to Go!

Thanks everybody

Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
See you, Benito. Thanks for coming.
Gu
Guest: Benito
Bye bye!
Lu
Bye Benito!
Ar
Aris Bernotas (aris002)
https://gitlab.com/arilect/tiki/
Lu
But https://wordpress.org/ does not look very appealing to me as well ;)
Gu
Guest: Andon
Guys, I have to go, it was nice to meet you all :)
Lu
Bye bye Andon!
Lu
Here: https://themes.tiki.org/Themes
Lu
And we have this: https://tiki.org/Consultants
Lu
This is the Shop profile: http://profiles.tiki.org/BobShop
Lu
from that Bob user
Lu
luciash d' being [] (luci)
02:15:46
:)
Lu
luciash d' being [] (luci)
02:18:12
I have to go 18:30
Ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
02:25:59
wikisuite.chat
Ga
Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
02:26:33
Marc Laporte
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